Notice regarding submission of MAR for 2019-20

This has for information of all concerned that submission of records in online portal for Mandatory Additional Requirements (MAR) for 2018-19 has been closed.

From February 2020 onwards, provision for uploading records for all semesters in 2019-20 is open. All concerned would upload the data of all students in 2019-20 in the portal from the records of July 2019 onwards.

The portal will remain open till 15th May 2020 for uploading of records of academic year 2019-20.

In the month of June 2020, the colleges concerned would submit all softcopies of certificates/documents (for all such students would pass-out in AY 2019-20) in a pen drive to the University for verification and record keeping like earlier occasion.

For any clarification, please contact with the MAR coordinator of the University.
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